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DFL as a Communication Tool
• DFL  substantial
improvement with many
benefits
• Standardization
• Plain language
• Bullet points, sections,
readability

• Still, DFL remains a static, non-customizable, text-based
communication tool
Catlin, J., & Brass, E. (2018). The Effectiveness of Nonprescription Drug Labels in the United
States: Insights from Recent Research and Opportunities for the Future. Pharmacy, 6(4), 119.

Barriers to Communication
• Complex, multi-attribute criteria for decisionmaking
• Struggle to integrate multiple pieces of information
from DFL
•

E.g., Simultaneous need to factor in medical history, age,
and/or other risk factors

• Example: Omeprazole Studies
•
•

High level of comprehension on individual statements on
DFL (≥ 90%) (Bierer 2002)
Lower ability to correctly self-select or comply with
dosage directions when need to simultaneously consider
multiple components of the DFL (≤ 21%) (Fendrick et al.
2004)

Barriers to Communication
• Individual consumer characteristics and ability levels
interfere with DFL accessibility/communication
• Health literacy, visual ability, language barriers, and
cognitive limitations are all associated with lower
DFL comprehension (see Catlin & Brass 2018 for summary)
• Non-adaptive nature of print DFL prohibits customization
for individual needs
• Text-based format, space limitations prevent
additional language options, etc.

Additional Barriers: Knowledge, Attitudes,
Beliefs
• Some consumers do not
read the DFL or discard
packaging contents during
or before use (e.g., Soller &
Shaheen 2011)

Survey of Histamine2-Receptor
Antagonist Purchasers
Asked how much package
labeling influenced their purchase
decision:
68% stated “not at all”
Shi, C.-W., Gralnek, I. M., Dulai, G. S., Towfigh, A., & Asch, S. (2004).
Consumer usage patterns of nonprescription histamine2-receptor
antagonists. American Journal of Gastroenterology, 99(4), 606–610.

Barriers: Knowledge, Attitudes, Beliefs
• Some consumers only read
part(s) of the DFL
• Eye-tracking shows more
attention to brand vs.
other aspects of DFL (Bix et
al. 2009)

• Use of cognitive shortcuts,
such as brand name (Catlin,
Pechmann, & Brass 2012)

Study of Brand vs. Generic PDP Effects on
DFL Attention/Comprehension
Among participants with lower need for
cognition:
Less time spent reviewing DFL
AND
Lower comprehension of DFL
when principle display panel featured a brand
vs. generic name
Catlin, J. R., Pechmann, C., & Brass, E. P. (2012). The Influence of Need for
Cognition and Principal Display Panel Factors on Over-the-Counter Drug
Facts Label Comprehension. Health Communication, 27(3), 264–272.

Barriers: Knowledge, Attitudes, Beliefs
• Even if read, some consumers ignore/disregard the
need to follow DFL instructions
• Some believe they can choose their own dose
(Kaufman et al. 2012; 2018)

• Misconceptions about OTC drug risks (Catlin, Pechmann,
& Brass 2015)

Barriers: Knowledge, Attitudes, Beliefs
Study of Participants with
Medical Training (“Experts) vs.
Regular Consumers
(“Novices”)

Perceived Risk of Taking Both Medications
at the Same Time

Among participants without
medical training, evaluating two
OTC drugs for concurrent use:
“Double dosing” was not
perceived to be any riskier than
taking two meds with different
ingredients.
Catlin, J. R., Pechmann, C. (Connie), & Brass, E. P. (2015). Dangerous Double Dosing: How Naive
Beliefs Can Contribute to Unintentional Overdose with Over-the-Counter Drugs. Journal of Public Policy
& Marketing, 34(2), 194–209.

DFL Modifications: Icons and Warnings
• Considerations to improve DFL communication:
• Icons
• Warnings
• Highlighting specific information
• May be effective in isolation, but usually leads to adding
information to an already dense communication format
• Potential for “Information Overload”  looking
for “shortcuts”

DFL Modifications: Visuals / Diagrams
• Label comprehension study for naloxone using stepby-step diagram
Better performance on primary endpoints measuring
understanding of single steps (≥ 90% correct)
Lower performance on composite measures
including multiple steps:
3 steps combined (81.1% correct)
5 steps combined (74.6% correct)

•

But…relatively small gap between single and multi-step
comprehension suggests utility of a more “flexible”
approach to communication via DFL

Cohen, B. R., Mahoney, K. M., Baro, E., Squire, C., Beck, M., Travis, S., Pike-McCrudden, A., Izem, R.,
& Woodcock, J. (2020). FDA Initiative for Drug Facts Label for Over-the-Counter Naloxone. New
England Journal of Medicine, 382(22), 2129–2136.

Summary
•

DFL was a major step forward, but research shows clear barriers to communication
via DFL, including:
1. Communication of complex, multi-attribute criteria
2. Responding to individual differences and ability levels
•

3.
•

Health literacy, visual ability, language barriers, cognitive limitations

Pre-existing knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs limit DFL attention and
adherence

Mitigation of these challenges is difficult due to the DFL’s format as a static, textbased, non-customizable format
•

Consider possibilities of “DFL+”
•

Solutions could come from “outside the label” via adjunctive technology or other
mechanisms
•
Increased customization/relevance could mean increased attention/adherence
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